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deportation of its adversaries. It maintained a political police
consisting of spies and continued to keep a list of emigres and put
up their property for sale. In 1797 the newly-elected majority
in the Councils, after a violent conflict with the Government,
was suppressed by the majority of the Directory with the aid of
troops 6*0111 the Army of Italy.
In 1798 the Government felt strong enough to regularize its
operations by official institutions. Conscription laid down for the
first time the principle that every Frenchman is compelled to do
military service. All men between twenty-one and twenty-five
years of age were divided into classes, each formed of conscripts
born in the same year, and could be called up when the Govern-
ment so decided. From this time the terms 'conscript' (consent)
and 'classes' of recruits have remained in general use
in France. As a matter of fact, well-to-do people managed to
obtain exemption or find others to take their place.
Radical measures were now adopted to restore the finances of
the country to a healthy state. The assignats, which had fallen to
less than a hundredth part of their nominal value, were suppressed,
and the debt reduced by two thirds. A provisional tax on doors
and windows was instituted, which lasted into the twentieth
century.
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Ten years of violent crises and wars had stirred French social
life to its depths. Part of the nobility was destroyed by emigration
and executions, and part ruined by the abolition of its rights and
the confiscation of its property. The clergy, reduced in numbers
and impoverished, had lost its influence in the towns and in some
of the country districts, where the practice of religion had become
infrequent. The bourgeoisie had become the owners of most of
the domains of the clergy and emigres and was in power both in
Paris and throughout the country. The artisans were suffering
from the suspension of luxury industries and the rise in the cost of
living, while at the same time benefiting by the removal of restric-
tions on labour.
The Revolution had improved conditions of life for the peasants}
whether they owned or leased their holdings; they had been
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